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ALL OTHER TERRITORIES: AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTION:

CLASSIFICATION:
Yet to be classified in Australia

MEDIA:
Consumer Publications:
Website, Online Search, Amazon,
Blue Pie Shop

View Trailer:View Trailer: 
youtube.com/watch?
v=iIJ4A2S-DHk

Purchase: 
You can purchase this DVD at the 
Blue Pie shop at www.bluepie.biz 
Search the title name in the shop 
for the purchase link. Titles for the purchase link. Titles 
normally ship within 48 hours 
Monday to Friday. If you require 
support then please email 
support@bluepie.com.au 

Distribution: 
This title is distributed for the 
world by Blue Pie Productions USA. world by Blue Pie Productions USA. 
This title is available for syndication 
and general license sales. For all 
syndication and license sales please 
contact Blue Pie Productions by 
email in the first instance at 
sales@bluepie.com.au 

BRIDGING HEAVEN & EARTH SERIES ONE [DVD]

Bridging Heaven & Earth, an international spiritual talk 
show, is produced by The Bridging Heaven & Earth 
Foundation. Focussing on the opening the heart; BHE 
strives to bridge the spiritual and the physical, the 
human and the divine, heaven and earth within each 
one and the Oneness in all Life.

Philip Gardiner is an international best selling author Philip Gardiner is an international best selling author 
and award winning film maker. His works include 
Gateways to the Otherworld, Order of the Alchemists 
and Secret Societies.

Daniel Pinchbeck is an author and advocate of the use Daniel Pinchbeck is an author and advocate of the use 
of psychedelic substances such as LSD, Psilocybin 
mushrooms and peyote for enriching people's 
intellectual, psychological and spiritual beliefs through 
the psychedelic experience. He is the son of painter 
Peter Pinchbeck and writer Joyce Johnson.

José Argüelles is perhaps best known for his role in José Argüelles is perhaps best known for his role in 
initiating the world famous Harmonic Convergence 
global peace meditation of August 16-17, 1987, he was 
also one of the originators of the Earth Day concept and 
is recognized as the father of the Whole Earth Festival, 
now in its 33rd year at Davis, California.

Michael Tamura is revered around the world as a Michael Tamura is revered around the world as a 
master teacher, life coach, visionary, healer, 
clairvoyant, and pioneer of spiritual healing and psychic 
development. His award-winning book, You Are The 
Answer, is highly celebrated and his powerful seminars 
are booked long in advance as people flock to 
experience his unique No Pain - All Gain approach and 
profound healing work.profound healing work.


